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-
ion of Weyl'sthin to abstractJordan decomposition

Any sales/linear map XegU(V) has a unique

Jordan decomposition X
=xs +Xn where X, Xn=XnXs
-

and Xs +ge() is semisimple diagonalizable and
- -

xeege() is nilpotent
strictlyupper-in some basis

-

Thm Assume his semisimple. Then
each XEL has a

unique (Jordandecomposition X
=xs +X

where X, XnGL and for anyrepr
4:21 getU

G(X) =4(X)) +4(Xn) is
the usual Jordan decomposition.

Recall:fatul=injective -Kerk
= 0



A
space decomposition is

this will generalize the

weight space decomp we just
saw for sez-modules

finite-dimI ISuppose is any honzero semisimple Lie algebra.

AsubalgebrasL is tral ifall ofits elements
are semisimple (thatis, if Xet has abstract

Jordan decomposition x =xs
+Xn then X=xs, x=0)

Equivalently:x ++ if) L has a basis consistingofeigenvectors forS adX
I

Emma Anytoral
subalgebra TSL is abelian:(x14)

=0 vx,ist

*Assume
ISL is total. Suffices to show adoX*(abX)+ is zerouxet.

Since
abX is diagonalizable, preserves, and I

is algo closed, we justcan prove

thatad+X has nononzero eigenvalues. (Since
itis easyexercise to show that

↑is spanned byeigenvectors for adex)



Arguing bycontradiction, suppose (X,i) =aY for

some YCT, 0 FaCA.

Then (ad+i) (x) =(Y,x) =- (x,i) =aY FO

is an eigenectar far adswith eigenvalle zero

(since (ad+Y)(-aY) =-a(i,i) =0)

ButXis a linear combination of engenvectors for ady

(since YeT) and also for ad-Y (since x,yci)
some soeff in A

eigenvestors forady, which are linear' independentIwent"inten
1 FO

contradicting(Y,(4,x)) = - aSY,4) =0. Thus (x,47
=0

*x,Ye +.



Choose a maximal toral subalgebra H?L.
-

↓ 4 (there is no other toral subalgebra Tsh
notnecessarily with HST)
unique choice

5 If L =sen(A) then one choice for It is the

subalgebra of traceless) diagonal matrices.

Lis never abelian (since Lis semisimple, 2(L)
=0)

so any toral subalgebra TSL has T FL,

and is never an ideal.



A (our maximal toral subalgebra) is abelian so adzA

is a family ofcommuting diagonalizable/semisimple

linear maps L-L. Therefore ad,
A is simultaneously

diagonalizable, meaning there is adecomposition
xif2 =0 then 1 =(XeL/(x,2) =0 Vn+A]

7 =
0L =((t)

a =H* -could be zero, mustbezerofor
all butfinitely manya

where **= (linearmaps H+A) and

La
=[Xe)(r,x) =a(h)for all LeHY

① If La FO ando Fat A*then is called a root

LetI be setofall roots:this
is a finite subsetofH*10.

② We call 1=) ** Ly
a Carban/root space decompositionof L.

2I



We have L =((N)**xeG(, ( =(XeL((h,x) =a(h)xYhf|t]

Prop for all act*, [La,]sLa
↑Jacobi identityfor her, XeLa,Yehs implies that

Sh,(x,7 = - (X,(Y,n7)-(i,(h,x7]

S = (X,(2,51) +((n,x),i) =(a(h)+B(h)) (X,478
so [X,47 that

Prop IfXeLa and0 FxcA*then adx is nilpotent

(abx)" (Y) =Lnax for any Ye LB, and ifnx0

then Lnxt =0 since dimL<8. Since 1=*
&( H*

itfollows thatlady)"=0 for n<L0.8



(which is

Pr If G. =H* with a +B FO and ↑ nondegenerate)

x (X,i) * trace (abxabi)
denotes the killingform ofL

then (CX,Y)
=0 VXCLa, YtLB. Thus La anda

are orthogonal wrt if at to

Since atFC, there is hell with (at)(h) 70.

Letx = La, YEL. Then
by associativity of12

()(h,x),Y) =-x)(x,h),i)
=

-x(X,(n,i))
/

11

x(h)((X,Y) =- B(h)((x,y)

=>(x +B)(h)((x,y) =0 =((x,y) =0.



Con Killing form (2 of L restricts to a

nondegenerate form on Lo =(y(t) =(x+L)(x,n7=0)
VhEl

#)Let 0 4X+ Lo.

Since ((X, i) =0 for all i = 0 La byprev
a =8

prop, we must have ((Xi) 50 for some

YeLo since otherise (2: LxL+ Awould be

degenerate with (.S(X,0)
=0L*. 8



easy factfrom linear algebra:If X, Y ( ge(V) with dimv>0

and XY =YXand Y is nilpotent, then XY is also

nipotent (since (xi)" =x"y") and trace (x2) =trace()
=0.

it suppose I is a maximal
toral subalgebra ofa

semisimple Lie algebra with
dim N. Then

* =((H) =(xe)(x,2) =0 the]

so the carban decamp ofwrt A is just[ L =H*La 7
xiG



17. Let C =((A). We proceed with a series ofclaims:

siml If x=C then Xse C and Xn C↑
*
the parts of the Jorban decomp X =Xs+Xh

of ifx+ 2 then adx maps H+0. Since (adx), and

cabx), are polynomials in alXwith zero constantterm, they

also map H+0. BN (adX),
=ad(Xs) and (adx)n=ad(Xn)

so this means thatXS,XnGC.C

claim2 4x =xse) then XCH
-

Isuppose
X =Xs =C. Then H+AX

is a toral subglgebra

so must be equal to it, so XCH. 8

(bymaximalityofk)



cam3 (/xx is nondegrenerate (Note:wehavealread
D. Suppose K(h,H) =0 for some heH.

wantto show that =0. Consider some XtC.

By claims I and 2. We have XnEC and X,HSC.

So ((h, X) =(< (h,Xn)
=trace(adhabxn) =>8

e

therefore x(h,C)
=0. But this bystandard

linear
algebra fact

anecon ⑧
ach

before
thin, 9g

as ASC,unless h =0 as desired
a

camaradxn
Lexercises



Cama4 C is nilpotent, ie,adex is nilpotent Xx+C

4) If x =x, CC then X CH so adox
=

0 (which is clearly
hilpotent

If x =xn =) their adcXnis inilpotentbydefinition.

Far general X =xs +Xnt), we have Xn,XseCand

adas commutes with ad,xn, so adx=adxstadxe is

C hilpotent. E

Claims *n(c,c] =0

Pf((A,[,a)) =x)(x,),) =x(0,0)
=

0.

↑
byassociativityofform

Since JSAXA is nondegenerate, this means no nonzero
XH is in [C,C7



Cam6 C is abelian, meaning (C,C7 =0.

PI suppose [C,C] 40.
This is a nonzeroiheal of C,

which is nilpotent byclaim 4. So, bytheorem proved to

show fegel's thin, add acts on [C,C] as nilpotent

linear transforms, which in some basis are
all strictly

upper-> matrices. In other words, there is some ofze(,)

with [x,2]=0 for all XeC. This
elementis evidently

in [C,] r2 (c). It
cannotbe semisimple as then

we would have 0
+2 =2, HB(C,)

=

0. Thus

(a) 2 40) we must
have 0 FZntC. Butabzu is

polynomial in add
who constantterm, so 2n 72(c). Butthen

x(2n,C) =0 contradicting that(1cx, is nondegenerate. I



as C is
nilpotent, all ofits

finally camyc =H -
elements are ad-nilpotent

4) IfC FA then there exists a nilparentnonzero

element0 F X =xn CC. But
as 2(c)=

by claim 6,
the argument justgiven implies that

adx hilpotent, commutes with all ad
L

((X,0) =0 far Yec, since Cabelian

contradicting (C1cxc is nondegenerate. W


